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  Book Online   










 Welcome to Bourtzi

  Explore the hotel  






Redefine your stay at Bourtzi
Bourtzi Hotel in Skiathos Town is a modern design hotel ideally located in a small distance from Skiathos port. The hotel’s location makes it an ideal base to explore Skiathos and the neighbouring islands of Skopelos and Alonissos and take advantage of all the facilities Skiathos town has to offer.






The hotel features 38 contemporary design guest rooms with all modern amenities, an outdoor swimming pool with sunbeds, and a stylish cocktail bar on the main pedestrian road of Skiathos town. In Bourtzi Hotel skiathos you will a experience a relaxing atmosphere and a personalized service that will make your holiday at the beautiful island of Skiathos unforgettable.









Right in the Centre
Bourtzi Hotel is located in the centre of Skiathos Town easily accessible and close to shops, restaurants, bus stops, Megali Ammos Beach and more.


   How to Come  




Awarded Hospitality & Service
Bourtzi Hotel has been awarded for the services we provide and the hospitality we offer. Our staff will be available 24/7 to assist and service.


   View Awards  




Premium Bath Products
All our rooms include complementary premium bath products by KORRES, very well known for the quality and sense in hair and body care.


   View Accommodation  





 EXPERIENCE BOURTZI HOTEL






 


Premium Rooms
20 sq.m.Sleeps 2

Premium rooms are with 20 sq.m. of space overlooking the swimming pool or the hotel entrance. Bright and theme color based design features a refreshing comfort experience.

  View Room  

 




 


Superior Rooms
25 sq.m.Sleeps 2 or 3

Superior rooms are with 25 sq.m. of space overlooking the swimming pool. They have marble floors and variant contemporary design based on a theme color. Simply Delightful.

   View Room  

 












Free Wifi Everywhere!
Bourtzi Hotel offers free high speed internet connection over WiFi everywhere inside the Hotel, all Rooms & Lobby Cocktail Bar







Lobby Cocktail Bar
Lobby Cocktail Bar offers more than its’ specially selected recipes of Cocktails. You can get coffee, drinks and snacks that you can enjoy at the Venue, the Pool or your Room.







Additional Services
Do you need help in renting a car or a bike in Skiathos Island during your visit at Bourtzi Hotel?
 We can help you with that as well.
 Just drop us an e-mail.








  Watch Video   





 










   
	
	
	
	






Bourtzi Hotel, 8 Moraitou Street, Skiathos, Thessaly, 370 02 Greece
 Tel.: +30 24270 21304  |  Fax.: +30 24270 23243
 What's Up/Viber.:+30 6972311653
 E-mail: [email protected]
 GNTO R.Τ.O.: 0726Κ014A0016800









Our website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.Accept 
Privacy & Cookies Policy
   Close Privacy Overview
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.

 

  Necessary   Necessary
 Always Enabled
 Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.



  Non-necessary   Non-necessary

 Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website.
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